Influence of the effective radius on the torques
The impact of r e on the torque can be seen in Fig. S11 . We observe that r e has no effect on the slope of the curve before the transition, but greatly influences the value of the buckling torque. Specifically, for the radius of the hard-core potential to have any effect at all, the molecule has to buckle so that some cylinders are in contact. In this regime, the exact shape of the repulsive electrostatic potential is expected to have an influence on the typical radius of the plectonemes and on the precise value of the buckling torque. Local energy Global energy
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Figure S1: Evolution towards equilibrium during the simulations of 2.2 kb (left) and 21 kb (right) molecules, for the local torsional energy (red curves) and for the global torsional energy (blue curves). In each case, four independent runs were obtained using the same parameters (f = 1.6 pN, σ = 0.045, [NaCl] = 100 mM) and starting from an initial straight rod conformation (relative extension equal to 1 and Wr = 0); we used 5 cylinders per l p and a maximal rotation angle equal to 30
• . Left column (x-axis corresponding to 10 6 iterations): for the short molecules, the energy (top), extension (center) and writhe (bottom) quickly converge towards consistent values in both models; note that the equilibrium energies are different in the models, in accord with the use of different torsional energies. Right column (x-axis corresponding to 10 7 iterations): for long molecules, we observe a reproducible convergence toward equilibrium values for the global torsional energy model. In contrast, the local torsional energy model does not reach equilibrium in a 10 7 -iterations window. It instead shows the existence of long-living metastable states with extensions and writhes that are significantly different from run to run. is typically on the order of 10 6 iterations. In particular, starting from a fully stretched conformation the relative extension and writhe along two simulations that differ only by their sequence of random numbers converge to the same values in average. B) Extensions of the molecules during a simulated annealing of the system at various values of σ (corresponding to different depths of the plectonemic regime; f = 3 pN). In these simulations, we start from an infinite temperature (β = 0) and increase β at constant rate r = 1/t f , up to the final temperature of study (β f ). Here, we report two different values of t f that are larger than the typical relaxation timescale of the system. As shown in the different panels, the average extensions (over 4 simulations) as a function of β during the simulated annealing do not depend on t f , confirming that the measured extensions in our simulations correspond to the equilibrium extensions, even when the system is deep in the plectonemic regime. Figure S4 : Average values of different properties using different relaxation protocols corresponding to three different annealing rates 1/t f (see legend of Fig. S3) . In all cases, we compute the average properties over four simulations of 10 7 iterations, after letting the system run for 3×10 7 iterations. We compare three cases: a case where we set the right temperature right from the beginning (t f = 0) and two annealing procedures with two different rates. As shown by the different panels, we observe that the properties do not depend on the relaxation protocol, except in the case of the lengths of the plectonemes, which are larger when we do not use the annealing procedure (the figures reported in of main text, we observe a sharp decrease at the buckling transition for [NaCl]=150 mM, which has been reported in previous simulations using an indirect measurement of the torques (2) but not in experiments (1) (experimental values are indicated by the dashed horizontal lines). As in Fig. 4 , here the bars represent the error on the mean. Figure S6 : Typical density profiles of 21 kbp molecules for different forces and effective radii (corresponding to different salt concentrations) -supercoiling densities correspond to a situation where ∼ 25% of the DNA contour length lies in a plectonemic state as in (3) . Comparing these results with those reported in Fig. 2 of (3), we observe that the number of plectonemes is significantly higher in our simulations (see also Fig 3C in main text) . For instance, while at most ∼ 2 plectonemes are detected for all values of f at [NaCl] = 300 mM in (3), we observe structures that may contain as many as 6 plectonemes (as shown here for f = 1.6 pN). The density (color scale on the right) is measured in number of cylinders per bin. 1 bin ≈ 22 nm. , showing that 5 cylinders per l p is insufficient to prevent an effect from the discretization -note here that a total of 2800 cylinders were used for 20 cylinders per l p . Bottom: Impact of the expected width w of the plectoneme as explained in Fig. 6 in main text. The error bars represent the standard deviation. Simulations were obtained here by considering t f = 0 (see Fig. S3 and Fig. S4 ). , plectoneme diffusion along the z-axis can be very slow. This suggests that rotations of block of cylinders, as indicated at the top, may not be the most efficient way to make these plectonemes move along the z direction. Right: a second type of motion, as indicated at the top, for which a random cylinder (in orange) is displaced at a random joint, can be added to translate large ensembles of cylinders (in green). Using this type of motion, with e.g. probability 0.5 at each time step, diffusion of plectonemes can be greatly accelerated as can be appreciated from the density traces of DNA along the z-axis.
